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Abstract

While some studies have proven that Swin Transformer
(Swin) with window self-attention (WSA) is suitable for sin-
gle image super-resolution (SR), the plain WSA ignores
the broad regions when reconstructing high-resolution im-
ages due to a limited receptive field. In addition, many
deep learning SR methods suffer from intensive computa-
tions. To address these problems, we introduce the N-Gram
context to the low-level vision with Transformers for the
first time. We define N-Gram as neighboring local win-
dows in Swin, which differs from text analysis that views
N-Gram as consecutive characters or words. N-Grams in-
teract with each other by sliding-WSA, expanding the re-
gions seen to restore degraded pixels. Using the N-Gram
context, we propose NGswin, an efficient SR network with
SCDP bottleneck taking multi-scale outputs of the hierar-
chical encoder. Experimental results show that NGswin
achieves competitive performance while maintaining an
efficient structure when compared with previous leading
methods. Moreover, we also improve other Swin-based SR
methods with the N-Gram context, thereby building an en-
hanced model: SwinIR-NG. Our improved SwinIR-NG out-
performs the current best lightweight SR approaches and
establishes state-of-the-art results. Codes are available at
https://github.com/rami0205/NGramSwin.

1. Introduction
The goal of single image super-resolution (SR) is to re-

construct high-resolution (HR) images from low-resolution
(LR) images. Many deep learning-based methods have
worked in this field. In particular, several image restora-
tion studies [16, 27, 55, 61, 63, 66] have adapted the win-
dow self-attention (WSA) proposed by Swin Transformer
(Swin) [32] as it integrates long-range dependency of Vi-
sion Transformer [14] and locality of conventional convolu-
tion. However, two critical problems remain in these works.
First, the receptive field of the plain WSA is limited within a
small local window [52,56,58]. It prevents the models from
utilizing the texture or pattern of neighbor windows to re-
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Figure 1. Two tracks of this paper using the N-Gram context.
(Left) NGswin outperforms previous leading SR methods with
an efficient structure. (Right) Our proposed N-Gram context im-
proves different Swin Transformer-based SR models.

cover degraded pixels, producing the distorted images. Sec-
ond, recent state-of-the-art SR [9,27,61,66] and lightweight
SR [6, 15, 35, 63] networks require intensive computations.
Reducing operations is essential for real-world applications
if the parameters are kept around a certain level (e.g., 1M,
4MB sizes), because the primary consumption of semicon-
ductor energy (concerning time) for neural networks is re-
lated to Mult-Adds operations [17, 47].

To overcome these problems, we define the N-Gram con-
text as the interaction of neighbor local windows. Neighbor
uni-Gram embeddings interact with each other by sliding-
WSA to produce the N-Gram context features before win-
dow partitioning. The uni-Gram embeddings result from
a channel-reducing group convolution [10] to decrease the
complexity of N-Gram interaction (see Fig. 3c). Our N-
Gram context efficiently expands the receptive field of WSA
for recovery tasks. This work introduces N-Gram to low-
level vision with Transformers for the first time, inspired
by the following facts: N-Gram language models treat the
extended context beyond each separate word to understand
text statistically [8]. Since images have heavy spatial redun-
dancy, some degraded pixels can be recovered from contex-
tual information of neighbor pixels [18].

As shown in Fig. 1, our work progresses in two tracks.
Mainly, to solve the problem of the intensive opera-
tions in SR, we propose an efficient N-Gram Swin Trans-
former (NGswin). As illustrated in Fig. 3a, NGswin con-
sists of five components: a shallow module, three hier-
archical encoder stages (with patch-merging) that contain
NSTBs (N-Gram Swin Transformer Blocks), SCDP Bot-
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tleneck (pixel-Shuffle, Concatenation, Depth-wise convo-
lution, Point-wise projection), a small decoder stage with
NSTBs, and a reconstruction module. NSTBs employ our
N-Gram context and the scaled-cosine attention proposed
by Swin V2 [31]. SCDP bottleneck, which takes multi-
scale outputs of the encoder, is a variant of bottleneck
from U-Net [46]. Experimental results demonstrate that
the components above contribute to the efficient and com-
petitive performance of NGswin. Secondly, focusing on
improved performances, we apply the N-Gram context to
other Swin-based SR models, such as SwinIR-light [27] and
HNCT [16]. Notably, SwinIR-NG (improved SwinIR-light
with N-Gram) establishes state-of-the-art lightweight SR.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as:

(1) We introduce the N-Gram context to the low-level vi-
sion with Transformer for the first time. It enables the
SR networks to expand the receptive field to recover
each degraded pixel by sliding-WSA. For efficient cal-
culation of N-Gram WSA, we produce uni-Gram em-
beddings by a channel-reducing group convolution.

(2) We propose an efficient SR network, NGswin. It ex-
ploits the hierarchical encoder (with patch-merging),
an asymmetrically small decoder, and SCDP bottle-
neck. These elements are critical for competitive per-
formance in the efficient SR on ×2, ×3, and ×4 tasks.

(3) The N-Gram context improves other Swin Trans-
former methods. The improved SwinIR-NG achieves
state-of-the-art results on lightweight SR.

2. Related Work
Efficient SR. Many single image super-resolution (SR)
studies have increased network efficiency. CARN [2] in-
troduced cascading residual blocks. IMDN [23] used in-
formation multi-distillation and selective feature fusion.
LatticeNet [37] utilized the lattice filter that varies Fast
Fourier Transformation. ESRT [35] combined convolu-
tional neural networks (CNN) and channel-reducing Trans-
formers [53]. SwinIR-light [27] and HNCT [16] appended
CNN to Swin Transformer [32]. SRPN-Lite [65] applied
the network pruning technique [45] on EDSR-baseline [28],
a CNN-based lightweight SR model. Most recently, ELAN-
light [63] utilized group-wise multi-scale self-attention.
N-Gram. In language model (LM), N-Gram is a sequence
of consecutive characters or words. The size N is typically
set to 2 or 3 [39]. The N-Gram LM that considers a longer
span of context in sentences was operating well statistically
in the past. Even some deep learning LMs still adopted N-
Gram. Sent2Vec [43] used N-Gram embeddings to learn
sentence embedding by averaging word-embedding. To
learn the sentence representation better, [33] computed the
word N-Gram context by recurrent neural networks (RNN)
and passed it to the attention layer. ZEN [12, 49] trained a

BERT-styled [11] N-Gram encoder for all possible N-Gram
pairs from the Chinese or Arabic lexicon to convey salient
pairs to the character encoder. Meanwhile, some high-level
vision studies also adopted this concept. The Pixel N-grams
approach [26] saw N-Gram in pixel level and a single (hor-
izontal or vertical) direction. View N-gram Network [20]
regarded consecutive (along time steps) multi-view images
of a 3D object as an N-Gram. In contrast, our N-Gram con-
siders bi-directional 2D information in local window level,
given a single image for low-level vision.
Swin Transformer. Swin Transformer [32] (SwinV1) pro-
posed window self-attention (WSA) that computes self-
attention within non-overlapping local windows, to avoid
quadratic time-complexity to the resolution of feature map.
SwinV1 also placed a shifted window scheme in consec-
utive layers, capturing interaction across windows. Some
studies [16, 27] utilized effective SwinV1 for SR. The re-
vised version [31] (SwinV2) modified SwinV1. For ad-
vanced model capacity with milder optimization, SwinV2
introduced residual post-normalization and scaled-cosine
attention (in Eq. (2), (3)) instead of pre-normalization con-
figuration and scaled-dot-product attention.

3. Methodology
3.1. Problem Verification

The plain window self-attention (WSA) suffers from
limited receptive field, as criticized in many recent stud-
ies [13,52,56,58,61,62,66]. We observe this issue by visu-
alizing feature maps after self-attention. The similar pixel
values from self-attention of the deeper layer tend to recover
into a homogeneous pattern or texture. In (h) of Fig. 2,
however, the patterns in the red box and its neighbors dif-
fer (problem α), causing the distortions in (e). Problem α
stems from problem β: The plain WSA (i.e., w/o N-Gram)
of the shallow layer is limited to only a local window. It can-
not utilize surrounding patterns to infer the recovery pattern
of each window. In (f) and (g), the distinctive colors across

Local windows

w/ N-Gram
(a) (b) (d)(c)

w/o N-Gram
(f) (h)(e) (g)

1st Encoder (shallower)SR Result 2nd Encoder Decoder (deeper)

Figure 2. The feature maps after window self-attention in each
intermediary layer of NGswin with and without N-Gram.
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Figure 3. Overall architecture of NGswin and NSTB (N-Gram Swin Transformer Block). (a) We adopt an asymmetric U-Net architecture.
SCDP Bottleneck (pixel-Shuffle, Concatenation, Depth-wise convolution, and Point-wise projection), a variant of the U-Net bottleneck,
takes multi-scale outputs of encoder stages, including the shallow module. (b) Our proposed N-Gram method is implemented in NSTB.
We also employ scaled-cosine attention and post-normalization. (c) k, s, p, and M are kernel size, stride, padding, and local window size,
respectively. The dimensionality reduction through uni-Gram embedding makes sliding-WSA efficient. The bi-directional contexts share
sliding-WSA weights. For window-wise sum, a value in zng is equally added to M2 pixels in one local window at the same position.

Sentence1: We use laptop pc for office work.

→N-Gram (forward): (SOS we), (we use), (use laptop), (laptop pc), (pc for), (for office), (office work), (work EOS)

→N-Gram (backward): (SOS we), (we use), (use laptop), (laptop pc), (pc for), (for office), (office work), (work EOS)

→N-Gram (bi-directional): (SOS we use), (we use laptop), (use laptop pc), (laptop pc for), (pc for office), 

(for office work), (office, work, EOS)

Sentence2: Office work makes me tired.

→N-Gram (forward): (SOS office), (office work), (work makes), (makes me), (me tired), (tired EOS)

→N-Gram (backward): (SOS office), (office work), (work makes), (makes me), (me tired), (tired EOS)

→N-Gram (bi-directional): (SOS office work), (office work makes), (work makes me), (makes me tired), 

(me tired EOS)

*SOS: Start Of Sentence
*EOS: End Of Sentence

(a) N-Gram in text.

Uni-Gram local window

N-Gram local windows

Local windows

Pixels in local window

Forward N-Gram Backward N-Gram
source: DIV2K 0196.png

+

(b) N-Gram in image (proposed).

Figure 4. N-Gram in text and image (N = 2). (a) The
underlined words are the target words and the non-underlined
words are neighbors of the target words. (b) Each local window
is defined as uni-Gram. The lower-right (or upper-left) local win-
dows are defined as forward (or backward) N-Gram neighbors.

the adjacent windows reveal problem β. This seems to be
resolved in the deeper layers, but it fails to overcome prob-
lem α. To address this, we propose the N-Gram context to
compensate this vulnerability. Our N-Gram attention can
consider broad regions (i.e., surrounding patterns) beyond
a window. In (a)-(d), the semantically relevant areas yield
similar attention results, producing more accurate details.
This crucial advantage solves both problem α and β.

3.2. Definition of N-Gram in Image

N-Gram in text. As shown in Fig. 4a, the N-Gram lan-
guage model views the consecutive forward, backward, or
bi-directional words as the N-Gram of the target word. The
words are independent of each other for uni-Gram (i.e.,

word-embedding), but they interact with each other by av-
eraging word-embeddings [43], RNN [33], or attention [12]
when considering N-Gram. In contrast, an N-Gram com-
posed of a particular word pair (e.g., “office work”) never
interacts with the other N-Gram combinations when pro-
ducing an N-Gram feature.
N-Gram in image. N-Gram in an image should have the
properties above. Accordingly, we define a uni-Gram as a
non-overlapping local window in Swin Transformer, within
which the pixels interact with each other by self-attention
(SA). N-Gram is defined as the larger window, including
neighbors of each uni-Gram. To sum up, pixels of each
uni-Gram and uni-Grams of each N-Gram in image cor-
respond to characters of each word and words of each N-
Gram in text, respectively. As depicted in Fig. 4b, setting
N-Gram size N to 2 indicates a bi-Gram that combines a lo-
cal window (green area) and its neighbor windows (red ar-
eas) at lower-right (forward) or upper-left (backward). The
N-Gram interactions will be explained in Sec. 3.4.

3.3. Overall Architecture of NGswin

As illustrated in Fig. 3a, we adopt U-Net [46] architec-
ture: hierarchical encoder stages, a bottleneck layer, a de-
coder stage, and skip-connection from the encoder to the
decoder at the same resolution1. However, our network’s
encoder and decoder are asymmetric, which indicates a sig-
nificantly smaller decoder [18, 44].
Encoder. Given a low-resolution (LR) image ILR ∈
R3×H×W , a shallow module (a 3× 3 convolution) extracts
zs ∈ RHW×D, where H , W , and D stand for height,
width, and network dimension (channels), respectively. zs
is passed through three encoder stages, each composed of
Ki N-Gram Swin Transformer Blocks (NSTB, Sec. 3.4)

1In this paper, “resolution” indicates height and width of feature maps,
excluding network dimension (channel).
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Table 1. Comparison of computational complexity with state-of-
the-art networks. Our NGswin is much more efficient. Mult-Adds
is evaluated on a 1280× 720 HR image.

Scale NGswin SwinIR-light [27]2 ESRT [35] DiVANet [6] ELAN-light [63]
x2 140.4G 243.7G 191.4G 189.0G 168.4G
x3 66.6G 109.5G 96.4G 89.0G 75.7G
x4 36.4G 61.7G 67.7G 57.0G 43.2G

and a 2 × 2 patch-merging except the last stage. We set
{K1,K2,K3} to {6, 4, 4} by default. The mapping function
Fk

enci of k-th (1≤k≤Ki) NSTB in i-th (1≤i≤3) encoder
stage is formulated as:

zkenci = Fk
enci(z

k−1
enci), z

k
enci ∈ RHW/(2i−1)2×D, (1)

where z0enci equals zenci−1
, which results from downsam-

pling z
Ki−1
enci−1 (zenc0 = zs). In other words, the first NSTB

in the 2nd or 3rd stage takes the output of patch-merging
in the previous stage as input. The patch-merging follows
Swin Transformer [31, 32], except that the network dimen-
sion is decreased from 4D to D instead of 2D. Since patch-
merging halves the resolutions, NGswin consumes much
fewer attention computations than state-of-the-art attention-
based lightweight SR methods, as revealed in Tab. 1.
Pooling Cascading. Following the global cascading in
CARN [2], we employ a cascading mechanism ( c⃝ marks
and the dashed lines in Fig. 3a) across the stages, including
the shallow module. Unlike CARN, we place 2×2 max-
poolings before concatenating the intermediary features be-
cause the first and second stages halve the resolutions of
features. This dense connectivity [21] reflects the flow of
the information and gradient in the previous layers, which
helps the network to learn meaningful representations.
Bottleneck. All outputs from the shallow module and the
last NSTBs of each encoder stage are taken by SCDP bot-
tleneck. The bottleneck layer maps them into zscdp ∈
RHW×D. A detailed explanation is in Sec. 3.5.
Decoder. zscdp is fed into a single decoder stage, which
is asymmetrically smaller than the encoder [18, 44]. This
means fewer stages and NSTBs in our decoder, which
highly enhances the efficiency as shown in Fig. 5. It con-
tains Kdec (by default, 6) NSTBs and a final layer-norm
(LN) [5] that allows stable learning. The decoder NSTB
architecture is the same as the encoder NSTB. As done
in U-Net [46], the input to the decoder is residually con-
nected [19] with zK1

enc1 of the first encoder stage. zs and
decoder output zdec ∈ RHW×D are added with a global
skip-connection [3,24,27]. This boosts optimization and al-
lows the reconstruction module to utilize both locality and
long-range dependency.
Reconstruction. Following [2, 24, 27, 28], the reconstruc-
tion module contains a convolution that adjusts dimension

2We correct Mult-Adds [27] underestimated on a 1024×720 HR image.
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Figure 5. Efficiency of asymmetrically small decoder in NGswin.
Mult-Adds is evaluated on ×2 task with a 1280×720 image.

and a pixel-shuffler [48]. Unlike previous works, we ad-
ditionally place a convolution that produces the SR image
ISR ∈ R3×rH×rW , where r is a scale factor (e.g., ×4).
The illustration is in the supplementary Sec. A.3.

3.4. N-Gram Swin Transformer Block (NSTB)

As illustrated in Fig. 3b, our NSTB adopts scaled-cosine
attention and post-normalization proposed in SwinV2 [31].
For scaled-cosine window self-attention (WSA), we use the
following formula:

WSA(Q,K, V ) = Softmax(cos(Q,K)/τ +B)V, (2)

where Q,K, V ∈ RM2×D are the query, key, and value ma-
trices; B ∈ RM2×M2

is the relative position bias between
each pixel within a local window; τ is a learnable scalar set
to larger than 0.01 [31]. M is the window size set to 8 by
default, and the corresponding M2 indicates the number of
pixels in a local window. For the given matrices Q =

[
qij

]
and K =

[
kij

]
, the cosine similarity is calculated as:

cos(Q,K) =
[
qij/∥qi∥2

] [
kij/∥ki∥2

]T
(3)

In window partitioning (the top of Fig. 3b), we imple-
ment the N-Gram context algorithm through four steps (see
Fig. 3c). This algorithm is identically applied to other Swin
Transformer models (SwinIR-light [27], HNCT [16]), fo-
cusing only on better performances. As denoted by Eq. (1),
the input to k-th NSTB in i-th encoder stage is zk−1

enci ∈
Rhw×D, where h = H/2i−1 and w = W/2i−1.

First, the input is mapped into the uni-Gram (N = 1)
embedding zuni ∈ RD

2 ×wh×ww by an M × M channel-
reducing group convolution [10] (stride: M , groups: D

2 ).
wh (= h

M ) and ww (= w
M ) represent the number of windows

in height and width. It is worth noting that the reduction of
channel and resolution by uni-Gram embedding makes N-
Gram WSA (in the next step) more efficient. Considering
Ω(WSA) = 4hwD2 + 2M2hwD [32], halved D and M2

times reduced hw highly decrease computations.
Second, the N2 pixels in each N-Gram (N > 1) of

zuni interact with each other by WSA (by Eq. (2) with
M=N and D=D

2 ) to obtain the forward N-Gram fea-
ture zfng ∈ Rwh×ww×D

2 . As shown in Fig. 6, we im-
plement sliding-WSA as sliding-window convolution oper-
ated in CNN. As an N×N window slides through zuni,
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WSA + Avgpool
sliding window

padding area

target uni-Gram

(padded) uni-Gram
embedding (𝑧𝑢𝑛𝑖)

Forward
N-Gram feature (𝑧𝑛𝑔

𝑓
)

Figure 6. Sliding-WSA. A window operates SA and avg-pool to
get the forward N-Gram feature, as the window slides through the
uni-Gram embedding. zbng can be obtained by upper-left padding.

scaled-cosine self-attention and N×N average-pooling are
computed. But the scaled-dot-product attention is used
for SwinIR-light and HNCT, following their own methods.
We use seq-refl-win-pad instead of trivial zero padding for
(N−1) size of paddings, as explained in the supplementary
Sec. A.1. Subsequently, we can obtain the backward N-
Gram feature zbng by reversed seq-refl-win-pad (i.e., upper-
left side padding). The computations of bi-directional N-
Gram features share the sliding-WSA weights. Since the
image is two-dimensional data, our N-Gram can be seen
from max quad-directions (lower-right, lower-left, upper-
right, and upper-left), unlike text that can be seen from max
bi-directions. However, Tab. 5 demonstrates that the trade-
off between performance and efficiency is optimized at the
bi-directions.

Third, after the concatenation of zfng and zbng , a 1 × 1
convolution merges it to produce the N-Gram context zng .

Finally, zng ∈ RD×wh×ww is added window-wise to the
partitioned windows (size: M2×D×wh×ww) from zk−1

enci .
In Fig. 3c, one value in zng is equally added to M2 pixels
in one local window at the same position (marked as the
same character) — i.e., the average correlations from self-
attention within each N-Gram serve as bias terms of each
pixel. After the four steps, NSTB follows the sequence in
Fig. 3b. The window-shifts are operated in the even num-
bered blocks, same as in Swin Transformer.

NSTBs and patch-merging within a stage are residu-
ally connected [19] from a previous layer to the next (the
rounded arrows of Fig. 3a), rather than dense connec-
tions [21]. The connection to a patch-merging, however,
is excepted from the third encoder stage and the decoder
stage. For more, see the supplementary Sec. A.2.

3.5. SCDP Bottlneck

Many SR models [27, 42, 64] commonly never used the
hierarchical encoder, which downsamples the resolutions of
features after one stage. As demonstrated in Tab. 6, the hi-
erarchical networks are inferior to the less (or non) hierar-
chical architectures. However, our encoder is constructed
hierarchically by patch-merging. Thus, only passing the

Algorithm 1 SCDP Bottleneck Pseudo-code, PyTorch-like

# zi: output list of last NSTBs in three encoder stages
# zs: output of shallow module

x = list()
for i in range(3): # pixel-"S"huffle

x_ = zi[i] + down(zs, i) # before shuffling
x.append(PixelShuffle(x_, 2**i))

x = torch.cat(x, dim=-1) # "C"oncatenation
x = Rearrange(x, ’(h w) d -> d h w’) # ignores batch
x = GELU(depth_wise(x)) # "D"epth-wise convolution
x = Rearrange(x, ’d h w -> (h w) d’)
x = LayerNorm(point_wise(x)) # "P"oint-wise projection

def down(z, exp): # downsizing zs
z = Rearrange(z, ’(h w) d -> d h w’)
for e in range(exp): # iterative max-poolings

z = MaxPool2D(z) # 2x2 pool
z = LeakyReLU(z)
return Rearrange(z, ’d h w -> (h w) d’)

output zK3
enc3 of the last NSTB in the final encoder stage

to the bottleneck makes the recovery task more challeng-
ing. The use of SCDP bottleneck, though, can convey rich
representations of multi-scale features to the decoder and
maintain the efficiency of NGswin. Algorithm 1 provides
the pseudo-code of SCDP pipeline. It contains dimensional-
ity rearrangements, non-linear activation functions, and LN
omitted in the main text below.

SCDP stands for pixel-Shuffle, Concatenation, Depth-
wise convolution, and Point-wise projection. In contrast
with the bottleneck of standard U-Net that takes the output
of the last encoder layer [46,55,59], SCDP bottleneck takes
multi-scale outputs from the encoder. First, as depicted in
the blue-edged triangles in Fig. 3a, for obtaining z′enci the
pixel-shuffle [48] layers upsample the outputs zKi

enci of the
last NSTB in each encoder stage into the resolution of ILR,
H ×W . Before upsizing, zs is iteratively max-pooled into
the resolution of each zKi

enci , then added to zKi
enci . This pro-

cess gives multi-scale information to the bottleneck. Sec-
ond, all z′enci are concatenated in channel (network dimen-
sion) space. Third, the output passes through a 3×3 depth-
wise convolutional layer for learning spatial representations
in each channel space. Finally, a point-wise linear projec-
tion is applied to match dimension D. As a result, we get
zscdp and then add it to zK1

enc1 to pass it to the decoder.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup
Training. We used 800 HR-LR (high- and low-resolution)
image pairs from DIV2K [1] dataset. LR images were ran-
domly cropped into 64×64 size patches augmented by ran-
dom horizontal flip and rotation (90◦, 180◦, 270◦), as in the
recent works [6,16,27,63]. We minimized L1 pixel-loss be-
tween ISR and the ground truth IHR: L = ∥IHR − ISR∥1,
with Adam [25] or AdamW [34] optimizer. NGswin,
SwinIR-NG, and HNCT-NG (improved with N-Gram) were
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Table 2. Comparison of efficient super-resolution results. D2K stands for the DIV2K dataset we used to train NGswin. DF2K indicates a
merged dataset of D2K and Flickr2K [51] containing 800 + 2,650 HR-LR image pairs. 291 images dataset is from [4, 57]. Mult-Adds is
evaluated on a 1280× 720 HR image. The best, second best, and third best performances are in red, blue, and underline.

Method Training Scale Mult-Adds #Params Set5 Set14 BSD100 Urban100 Manga109
Dataset PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

EDSR-baseline [28] D2K ×2 316.3G 1,370K 37.99 0.9604 33.57 0.9175 32.16 0.8994 31.98 0.9272 38.54 0.9769
MemNet [50] 291 ×2 2,662.4G 677K 37.78 0.9597 33.28 0.9142 32.08 0.8978 31.31 0.9195 - -

CARN [2] D2K+291 ×2 222.8G 1,592K 37.76 0.9590 33.52 0.9166 32.09 0.8978 31.92 0.9256 38.36 0.9765
IMDN [23] D2K ×2 158.8G 694K 38.00 0.9605 33.63 0.9177 32.19 0.8996 32.17 0.9283 38.88 0.9774

LatticeNet [37] D2K ×2 169.5G 756K 38.06 0.9607 33.70 0.9187 32.20 0.8999 32.25 0.9288 38.94 0.9774
RFDN-L [30] D2K ×2 145.8G 626K 38.08 0.9606 33.67 0.9190 32.18 0.8996 32.24 0.9290 38.95 0.9773

SRPN-Lite [65] DF2K ×2 139.9G 609K 38.10 0.9608 33.70 0.9189 32.25 0.9005 32.26 0.9294 - -
HNCT [16] D2K ×2 82.4G 357K 38.08 0.9608 33.65 0.9182 32.22 0.9001 32.22 0.9294 38.87 0.9774
FMEN [15] DF2K ×2 172.0G 748K 38.10 0.9609 33.75 0.9192 32.26 0.9007 32.41 0.9311 38.95 0.9778

NGswin (ours) D2K ×2 140.4G 998K 38.05 0.9610 33.79 0.9199 32.27 0.9008 32.53 0.9324 38.97 0.9777
EDSR-baseline [28] D2K ×3 160.2G 1,555K 34.37 0.9270 30.28 0.8417 29.09 0.8052 28.15 0.8527 33.45 0.9439

MemNet [50] 219 ×3 2,662.4G 677K 34.09 0.9248 30.00 0.8350 28.96 0.8001 27.56 0.8376 - -
CARN [2] D2K+291 ×3 118.8G 1,592K 34.29 0.9255 30.29 0.8407 29.06 0.8034 28.06 0.8493 33.50 0.9440
IMDN [23] D2K ×3 71.5G 703K 34.36 0.9270 30.32 0.8417 29.09 0.8046 28.17 0.8519 33.61 0.9445

LatticeNet [37] D2K ×3 76.3G 765K 34.40 0.9272 30.32 0.8416 29.10 0.8049 28.19 0.8513 33.63 0.9442
RFDN-L [30] D2K ×3 65.6G 633K 34.47 0.9280 30.35 0.8421 29.11 0.8053 28.32 0.8547 33.78 0.9458

SRPN-Lite [65] DF2K ×3 62.7G 615K 34.47 0.9276 30.38 0.8425 29.16 0.8061 28.22 0.8534 - -
HNCT [16] D2K ×3 37.8G 363K 34.47 0.9275 30.44 0.8439 29.15 0.8067 28.28 0.8557 33.81 0.9459
FMEN [15] DF2K ×3 77.2G 757K 34.45 0.9275 30.40 0.8435 29.17 0.8063 28.33 0.8562 33.86 0.9462

NGswin (ours) D2K ×3 66.6G 1,007K 34.52 0.9282 30.53 0.8456 29.19 0.8078 28.52 0.8603 33.89 0.9470
EDSR-baseline [28] D2K ×4 114.0G 1,518K 32.09 0.8938 28.58 0.7813 27.57 0.7357 26.04 0.7849 30.35 0.9067

MemNet [50] 291 ×4 2,662.4G 677K 31.74 0.8893 28.26 0.7723 27.40 0.7281 25.50 0.7630 - -
CARN [2] D2K+291 ×4 90.9G 1,592K 32.13 0.8937 28.60 0.7806 27.58 0.7349 26.07 0.7837 30.47 0.9084
IMDN [23] D2K ×4 40.9G 715K 32.21 0.8948 28.58 0.7811 27.56 0.7353 26.04 0.7838 30.45 0.9075

LatticeNet [37] D2K ×4 43.6G 777K 32.18 0.8943 28.61 0.7812 27.57 0.7355 26.14 0.7844 30.54 0.9075
RFDN-L [30] D2K ×4 37.4G 643K 32.28 0.8957 28.61 0.7818 27.58 0.7363 26.20 0.7883 30.61 0.9096

SRPN-Lite [65] DF2K ×4 35.8G 623K 32.24 0.8958 28.69 0.7836 27.63 0.7373 26.16 0.7875 - -
HNCT [16] D2K ×4 22.0G 373K 32.31 0.8957 28.71 0.7834 27.63 0.7381 26.20 0.7896 30.70 0.9112
FMEN [15] DF2K ×4 44.2G 769K 32.24 0.8955 28.70 0.7839 27.63 0.7379 26.28 0.7908 30.70 0.9107

NGswin (ours) D2K ×4 36.4G 1,019K 32.33 0.8963 28.78 0.7859 27.66 0.7396 26.45 0.7963 30.80 0.9128

Table 3. Comparison of state-of-the-art lightweight super-resolution results. SwinIR-NG is SwinIR-light improved with the N-Gram. The
mark ↓ and § indicates reduced-channel and DF2K, respectively. ‘Year’ indicates the publication year of each paper. The best and second
best results are in red and blue.

Method Year Scale Mult-Adds #Params Set5 Set14 BSD100 Urban100 Manga109
PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

SwinIR-light [27] 2021 ×2 243.7G 910K 38.14 0.9611 33.86 0.9206 32.31 0.9012 32.76 0.9340 39.12 0.9783
ESRT [35] 2022 ×2 191.4G 677K 38.03 0.9600 33.75 0.9184 32.25 0.9001 32.58 0.9318 39.12 0.9774

ELAN-light [63] 2022 ×2 168.4G 582K 38.17 0.9611 33.94 0.9207 32.30 0.9012 32.76 0.9340 39.12 0.9783
DiVANet [6] 2023 ×2 189.0G 902K 38.16 0.9612 33.80 0.9195 32.29 0.9012 32.60 0.9325 39.08 0.9775

SwinIR-NG (ours) 2023 ×2 274.1G 1,181K 38.17 0.9612 33.94 0.9205 32.31 0.9013 32.78 0.9340 39.20 0.9781
SwinIR-light [27] 2021 ×3 109.5G 918K 34.62 0.9289 30.54 0.8463 29.20 0.8082 28.66 0.8624 33.98 0.9478

ESRT [35] 2022 ×3 96.4G 770K 34.42 0.9268 30.43 0.8433 29.15 0.8063 28.46 0.8574 33.95 0.9455
ELAN-light [63] 2022 ×3 75.7G 590K 34.61 0.9288 30.55 0.8463 29.21 0.8081 28.69 0.8624 34.00 0.9478

DiVANet [6] 2023 ×3 89.0G 949K 34.60 0.9285 30.47 0.8447 29.19 0.8073 28.58 0.8603 33.94 0.9468
SwinIR-NG (ours) 2023 ×3 114.1G 1,190K 34.64 0.9293 30.58 0.8471 29.24 0.8090 28.75 0.8639 34.22 0.9488
SwinIR-light [27] 2021 ×4 61.7G 930K 32.44 0.8976 28.77 0.7858 27.69 0.7406 26.47 0.7980 30.92 0.9151

ESRT [35] 2022 ×4 67.7G 751K 32.19 0.8947 28.69 0.7833 27.69 0.7379 26.39 0.7962 30.75 0.9100
ELAN-light [63] 2022 ×4 43.2G 601K 32.43 0.8975 28.78 0.7858 27.69 0.7406 26.54 0.7982 30.92 0.9150

DiVANet [6] 2023 ×4 57.0G 939K 32.41 0.8973 28.70 0.7844 27.65 0.7391 26.42 0.7958 30.73 0.9119
SwinIR-NG↓ (ours)

2023 ×4
42.5G 770K 32.44 0.8978 28.80 0.7863 27.70 0.7407 26.47 0.7977 30.97 0.9147

SwinIR-NG↓§ (ours) 42.5G 770K 32.48 0.8979 28.83 0.7868 27.71 0.7411 26.54 0.7998 31.12 0.9158
SwinIR-NG (ours) 63.0G 1,201K 32.44 0.8980 28.83 0.7870 27.73 0.7418 26.61 0.8010 31.09 0.9161

trained by the same strategies except warm-start [29]. While
we trained NGswin and SwinIR-NG from scratch on ×2
and by warm-start (using pre-trained ×2 weights) on ×3
and ×4, HNCT-NG was trained from scratch on all tasks.
Other details are in the supplementary Sec. B.
Evaluation. We evaluated the performances of the differ-
ent models on the five benchmark datasets, composed of
Set5 [7], Set14 [60], BSD100 [40], Urban100 [22], and
Manga109 [41]. We used PSNR (dB) and SSIM [54] scores

on the Y channel of the YCbCr space as the metrics. LR
images were acquired by the MATLAB bicubic kernel from
corresponding HR images matching each SR task.

4.2. Comparisons of Super-Resolution Results

In Tab. 2, we compare NGswin with other efficient
SR models, including EDSR-baseline (CVPRW17) [28],
MemNet (ICCV17) [50], CARN (ECCV18) [2], IMDN
(ACMMM19) [23], LatticeNet (ECCV20) [37], RFDN-
L (ECCV20) [30], SRPN-Lite (ICLR22) [65], HNCT
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Figure 7. Visual comparisons with other models. ‘LR’ is an input image. More results are illustrated in the supplementary Sec. D.

Table 4. Ablation study on the N-Gram context. The top and bot-
tom tables are PSNR / SSIM of NGswin and HNCT, respectively.

NGswin without vs. with N-Gram
N-Gram Scale Mult-Adds #Params Set14 Urban100 Manga109

w/o ×2
138.20G 750K 33.70 / 0.9194 32.39 / 0.9304 38.86 / 0.9775

w/ 140.41G 998K 33.79 / 0.9199 32.53 / 0.9324 38.97 / 0.9777
w/o ×3

65.53G 759K 30.48 / 0.8451 28.37 / 0.8573 33.81 / 0.9464
w/ 66.56G 1,007K 30.53 / 0.8456 28.52 / 0.8603 33.89 / 0.9470
w/o

×4

35.89G 771K 28.70 / 0.7844 26.25 / 0.7918 30.70 / 0.9123
w/o (channel up) 53.71G 1,189K 28.75 / 0.7854 26.28 / 0.7927 30.73 / 0.9129
w/o (depth up) 47.88G 1,061K 28.75 / 0.7853 26.37 / 0.7946 30.78 / 0.9133

w/ 36.44G 1,019K 28.78 / 0.7859 26.45 / 0.7963 30.80 / 0.9128

HNCT [16] vs. HNCT-NG (ours)
N-Gram Scale Mult-Adds #Params Set14 Urban100 Manga109

w/o ×2
82.39G 357K 33.65 / 0.9182 32.22 / 0.9294 38.87 / 0.9774

w/ 83.19G 424K 33.64 / 0.9195 32.35 / 0.9306 38.94 / 0.9774
w/o ×3

37.78G 363K 30.44 / 0.8439 28.28 / 0.8557 33.81 / 0.9459
w/ 38.14G 431K 30.48 / 0.8450 28.38 / 0.8573 33.81 / 0.9464
w/o ×4

22.01G 373K 28.71 / 0.7834 26.20 / 0.7896 30.70 / 0.9112
w/ 22.21G 440K 28.72 / 0.7846 26.23 / 0.7912 30.71 / 0.9114

(CVPRW22) [16], and FMEN (CVPRW22) [15]. PSNR
and SSIM were evaluated on the three SR tasks. We re-
ported the training dataset, Mult-Adds, and the number
of parameters for comparing efficiency. The result shows
that NGswin outperformed previous leading models on all
benchmarks with a relatively efficient structure. Compared
to SRPN-Lite and FMEN, NGswin was data-efficient with
PSNR margins up to 0.3dB and 0.19dB, respectively. Note
that the results of LatticeNet were referred from [36].

As shown in Tab. 3, we improved SwinIR-light [27] with
the N-Gram context (named as SwinIR-NG). It was com-
pared with the current best lightweight SR methods, includ-
ing SwinIR-light (ICCVW21), ESRT (CVPRW22) [35],
ELAN-light (ECCV22) [63], and DiVANet (PR23) [6],
all of which were trained on DIV2K. SwinIR-NG outper-
formed them and established state-of-the-art lightweight SR
on all benchmarks. Since the restoration of highly distorted
regions needs much neighbor information, the impact of the
N-Gram context was especially strong for ×3 or ×4 tasks
and Urban100 or Manga109 datasets by a PSNR margin up
to 0.24dB, compared to w/o N-Gram. For fair comparison
with respect to #parameters, we also reduced the channels
of SwinIR-NG from 60 to 48, which is denoted as ↓. In ad-

Table 5. Ablation study on N-Gram interaction. “Direction”: how
many directions the network see N-Gram neighbors from. “Type”:
the method for N-Gram interaction. The bottom row is a default
setting. PSNR / SSIM are evaluated on ×2 task with NGswin.

Direction Type Mult-Adds #Params Urban100 Manga109
1 WSA 152.41G 1,238,056 32.54 / 0.9322 38.90 / 0.9777
4 WSA 139.56G 935,272 32.52 / 0.9317 38.92 / 0.9776
1 CNN 139.80G 1,327,528 32.45 / 0.9316 38.86 / 0.9775
2 CNN 139.38G 998,568 32.54 / 0.9321 38.90 / 0.9776
4 CNN 139.17G 936,488 32.52 / 0.9320 38.93 / 0.9777
2 WSA 140.41G 998,384 32.53 / 0.9324 38.97 / 0.9777

dition, SwinIR-NG↓ were also trained on DF2K (denoted as
§) for further comparison. The performance of the reduced
model on ×4 were reported and still better than the others
with the fewest computations. We corrected the parameters
of [27] that omitted the relative position bias tables.

The visual comparisons of each model are in Fig. 7.

4.3. Ablation Studies

Tab. 4 demonstrates that the N-Gram context enhanced
Swin Transformer-based SR models with a reasonable level
of sacrificed efficiency. We denote HNCT [16] improved
with the N-Gram context as HNCT-NG. The results of
SwinIR-light [27] and a corresponding SwinIR-NG can be
referred to in Tab. 3. Interestingly, the N-Gram increased
SSIM in general. That is, our method tended to produce per-
ceptually more similar images to the ground-truth. More-
over, our method was robust to Urban100 and Manga109
datasets, which are hard to recover with DIV2K training
dataset [38]. Fig. 8 visualizes the examples. One can doubt
the marginal gain of HNCT-NG. This was because HNCT
contains 8 Swin Transformer layers (Swins), while NGswin
had 20. The application of the N-Gram method on fewer
Swins of HNCT-NG yielded less effective results. After-
wards, we increased the depth or channel of NGswin with-
out N-Gram for more compelling comparisons regarding to
the number of parameters. The variations were applied to
×4 task, which still fell behind our proposed NGswin de-
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HR NGswin w/ N-Gram SwinIR-light w/ N-Gram HNCT w/ N-Gram

LR(bicubic) NGswin w/o N-Gram SwinIR-light w/o N-Gram HNCT w/o N-Gram
Manga109 × 3 YumeiroCooking

Figure 8. Visual comparisons of w/ vs. w/o N-Gram context for NGswin, SwinIR-light, and HNCT. At the top and bottom row, the 2nd to
4th columns show the models with and without N-Gram, respectively. More visual comparisons are in the supplementary Sec. D.

Table 6. Ablation study on extra stages and SCDP bottleneck.

(a) The specifications of models with different stages. dep.: # of NSTBs /
res.: training input resolution. The total number of NSTBs is kept as 20.

Stages encoder1 encoder2 encoder3 encoder4 decoder1 decoder2
dep. / res. dep. / res. dep. / res. dep. / res. dep. / res. dep. / res.

extra 4 / 64×64 4 / 32×32 4 / 16×16 4 / 8×8 2 / 32×32 2 / 64×64
default 6 / 64×64 4 / 32×32 4 / 16×16 - / - 6 / 64×64 - / -

(b) Impacts of extra stages and SCDP bottleneck. PSNR / SSIM.
Stages SCDP Scale Mult-Adds #Params Urban100 Manga109
extra w/o

×2
87.98G 997K 32.28 / 0.9298 38.72 / 0.9773

default w/o 138.88G 992K 32.48 / 0.9321 38.92 / 0.9776
default w/ 140.41G 998K 32.53 / 0.9324 38.97 / 0.9777

extra w/o
×3

42.10G 1,006K 28.33 / 0.8562 33.67 / 0.9453
default w/o 65.85G 1,001K 28.47 / 0.8596 33.81 / 0.9464
default w/ 66.56G 1,007K 28.52 / 0.8603 33.89 / 0.9470

extra w/o
×4

23.33G 1,018K 26.22 / 0.7900 30.46 / 0.9090
default w/o 36.06G 1,013K 26.38 / 0.7954 30.71 / 0.9121
default w/ 36.44G 1,019K 26.45 / 0.7963 30.80 / 0.9128

spite similar parameters but much more computations.
In Tab. 5, we examined the N-Gram interaction. “Direc-

tion” counts how many directions the network sees N-Gram
neighbors from. “Type” indicates the method for N-Gram
interaction. The two directions and WSA type were the
same as explained in Sec. 3.4. At one direction, the net-
work saw the neighbors from a lower-right only. The uni-
Gram embedding never reduced channels, which was harm-
ful for the efficiency. In the case of four directions, neigh-
bors from lower-right, lower-left, upper-right, and upper-
left were viewed as N-Gram. In implementation, uni-Gram
embedding layer produced the four N-Gram features that
have D

4 dimension. They were merged into D dimension of
the N-Gram context. For CNN interaction, we operated a
conventional convolution after uni-Gram embedding rather
than sliding-WSA. As a result, the bi-directional N-Gram
context with sliding-WSA model was the best optimized
model in terms of trade-off between performance and ef-
ficiency. In addition, sliding-WSA had an advantage over
sliding-winodw-convolution in that SA could compute the
correlations within each N-Gram.

As shown in Tab. 6, while both default and extra stages
had the same number of NSTBs, the extra stages handled

lower resolutions. But the extra stages appended to the en-
coder and decoder dropped the performance. This is be-
cause reconstruction of high-frequency information from
the space preserving HR information richly is easier than
from the space preserving HR information insufficiently.
Since our SCDP bottleneck took all outputs of the encoder
stages (i.e., various resolutions), we prevented the perfor-
mance drop despite hierarchical encoders. In implementa-
tion, the bottleneck without SCDP had the depth-wise and
point-wise convolutions only, and took the output of the last
NSTB in the third encoder stage.

Each ablation study on the other benchmarks not re-
ported due to page limit are in the appendix Sec. C.

5. Conclusion
This paper successfully introduced the N-Gram context

from the text to the vision domain for the first time in
history. Our N-Gram interaction by sliding-WSA made
NGswin, SwinIR, and HNCT overcome the limitation of
Swin Transformer, where the broad regions are ignored.
SCDP bottleneck prevented the hierarchical encoder from
dropping performance. The hierarchical encoder, small de-
coder, and uni-Gram embedding decreased the operations
significantly. With the components above, NGswin showed
competitive results compared with the previous leading SR
methods. Moreover, SwinIR-NG established state-of-the-
art results. For future works, we hope our N-Gram context
can succeed on other low-level vision tasks, such as denois-
ing and deblurring. In closing, if the N-Gram context is
extended to the universal Transformer architectures, more
developments for computer vision could be expected.
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